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From Sumer To Jerusalem The
BRITS have hope again that holidays can go ahead this Summer as the Government will announce their traffic light system today at 5pm. Countries will be given a status, green, amber or red, meaning ...
Will Israel be on the green list for Summer holidays?
With the news that Israel is officially on the green list for holidays from May 17, there are plenty of reasons to make it your first-choice summer holiday destination. Brimming with history, culture ...
The green list guide to holidays in Israel: where to stay and what to do
The green list countries have been confirmed for a May 17 restart of travel - and it's the likes of Israel, Portugal and Gibraltar which are on offer ...
'Summer sunshine jetaways are all systems go - but slowly'
A big reveal on 'green list' countries is expected in a Downing Street press conference led by Grant Shapps at 5pm, at which he is expected to confirm that the international travel ban will end on May ...
Get one foot in the Algarve QUICK! Britons are urged to book breaks to 'safe nations' like Portugal, Malta, Gibraltar and Israel NOW before prices rocket when ministers reveal ...
We know you don’t want to spend another summer cooped up ... we have learned that people cannot wait to return to Israel on Birthright Israel trips. The study, overseen by Leonard Saxe, PhD ...
Birthright Israel is Almost Back: It Will Be Worth the Wait
Grant Shapps says France and Spain not on list yet; Chinese vaccine is fifth to be approved by World Health Organization ...
Coronavirus live: Portugal, Gibraltar and Israel on England travel ‘green list’; China’s Sinopharm jab gets WHO approval
As such, we’ve seen a resurgence of guesthouses and hotels all across Israel. The number of Israelis ... now that we are heading into the summer season. Although many people are still choosing ...
The joy of vacationing inside Israel - Jerusalem
The United Synagogue’s youth division is promising “the most ambitious ever” summer programme for teens across the UK after the cancellation of Israel tour for a second year. 16-year-olds ...
Tribe launches ‘most ambitious ever’ summer scheme after Israel tour cancelled
Israel plays an essential role in the Jewish camp program each summer, as I can attest from my personal camp experiences (many moons ago), where my own relationship with Israel developed and grew.
Celebrating our connection to Israel
Krombacher Pils, the #1 selling beer in Germany, is now being distributed in Israel in time for the summer parties. The golden lager beer is perfect served chilled, offering floral flavors and ...
Celebrate the outdoors this summer
Help perform the greatest mitzvah: save a life While life in Israel has returned to normal and hopes are high that Britain is set for a summer without restrictions thanks to vaccines, for billions ...
Meet the man who captured the eyewitnesses to Israel’s birth on video
Filmed in Hebrew, English, Ladino, Turkish and Arabic, “The Beauty Queen of Jerusalem” will air on Yes TV this summer. It is the broadcaster’s largest financial investment to date ...
Trailer drops for summer TV ‘romantic drama’ of pre-state Israel
Turkey, the Maldives, and Nepal will be added to the red list due to surging cases there, the government said on Friday. Those returning from these countries will need to quarantine in a hotel for 10 ...
UK Covid LIVE: Portugal, Gibraltar and Israel on government’s ‘green list’
Reefa” is a touching, real-life story that follows 18-year-old Colombian immigrant and artist Israel “Reefa” Hernandez during his last summer in Miami.
‘Reefa’ Tells Story Of Israel Hernandez’s Last Summer Before Tragic Death At The Hands Of Miami Beach Police
The Education Ministry plans to extend the school year through the summer months to overcome educational ... After suffering a severe third wave of the pandemic, Israel’s situation has rapidly ...
Education Ministry wants to keep schools open through summer
The epic series is scheduled to launch on Yes TV in Israel in early summer. Set in the early-mid 20th century, THE BEAUTY QUEEN OF JERUSALEM unravels, recreates, and brings to life the story of a ...
Yes Studios and Artza Productions Unveil First Look at THE BEAUTY QUEEN OF JERUSALEM
When Yale University announced last summer that the 2020-21 academic year ... she needed a change. Israel wasn’t the obvious choice: “I didn’t know anybody who’d ever gone to Israel ...
In surprise twist, enrollment in many Israel gap year programs ‘skyrocketed’ amid pandemic
Scheduled to launch on Yes TV in Israel in early summer, the series unravels, recreates, and brings to life the story of a family set against the backdrop of the Ottoman Empire, The British ...
Yes Studios Unveils First-Look Trailer For ‘The Beauty Queen of Jerusalem’ (EXCLUSIVE)
The general manager of the Team Israel baseball has submitted an expanded ... selected from the roster to go to Tokyo for the Olympic Summer Games, which will take place from July 23 to Aug ...
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